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WELCOME to Kendal Unitarians
Unitarians are very different





We don't have a particular set of beliefs that we expect you to agree with. Everyone who
comes to the chapel is free to discover their own spiritual path.
We welcome people on any point of their spiritual journey: those who have been seeking
elsewhere or those whose journey has only just begun.
We believe everyone has the right to seek truth and meaning for themselves in mutual
respect, and that reason and conscience are our best guides.
We celebrate the variety of spiritual and ethical viewpoints held by people in our congregation. All are equally welcome and add to the richness of life in our Chapel.
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Today I am properly back from holiday. A holiday like no other. I was planning
to be in Venice on 12th March. My younger sister and I have never been away
on holiday together save as children with Mum and Dad. My sister had put in
many hours of research and she enjoyed arranging it all, working backwards
from a cheap flight home from Sicily on 21st March. She had booked hostels and
trains, with the plan being to travel by Eurostar from St Pancras, meeting up
briefly with Jo (also expecting to be in Venice then and able to tell us all the
best places to go) before we moved on to Milan, Florence, Rome and finally
caught the overnight sleeper down to Sicily. What an adventure it would have
been! Until travel to Italy went against Government advice we were still thinking
that we could, perhaps, go ahead. Wandering around the relatively empty
streets of Venice for two days had a certain appeal before we headed further
South where there would be, or so we thought, no restrictions and we could
visit all those galleries and have a relaxing time eating, chatting and recharging
our batteries. As we are all well aware, a lot can change in 24 hours - actually in
the blink of an eye - and it was fortunate that we did not travel.
We are now entering a time of great uncertainty and we do not know when it is
likely to end. I think that many of my generation - born in the late 1950s - regarded the Second World War as something that had happened in the ‘olden
days’. We were familiar with the idea of rationing and ‘make do and mend’. My
Mum told me that her Dad bred rabbits for a while but stopped when she and
her two sisters refused to eat them. Growing up, it was a bit of a joke that
Snowy, our pet rabbit, had better watch out next time he peed on someone
walking past his hutch as Pop would put him in a pie. Now we have seen how
quickly some have slipped into panic buying and hoarding mode in the UK,
where we are fortunate to have plenty of fresh and store cupboard food.
Many are already self isolating whether or not they are regarded as vulnerable
and the rest of us are following the guidelines for social distancing and minimising shopping trips and so on. Unfortunately, a number of Chapel members, attendees and friends appear to have contracted the Covid-19 virus already and
are feeling very unwell or have been unwell and are recovering. The situation
will change from day to day so it is important that we keep in touch and look
out for each other in whatever ways we can. We all need to do our part to ensure that our beloved NHS can cope over the coming months.
Last week we started thinking of ways that we could still meet together on Sundays for services and for business meetings and fellowship even though we
have had to close the doors of the Chapel. Zoom, WhatsApp, Facebook, podcasts, video recordings and the like. It is going to be a steep learning curve but
we need to be creative in doing Chapel differently for the time being. Let us see
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it as an opportunity as well as a disappointment in what was to be a big celebratory year for us.
I leave you with this healing prayer of Hazrat Inayat Khan, which I received by
email from Mary Rabia this morning. Mary led the Dances of Universal Peace
Service for us just a few weeks ago, at the end of which we all stood together in
a large circle - how did we manage that in a Chapel with rows of pews? - and
held hands. Now it is not safe even to bump elbows, and ‘namaste’ or a cheery
wave has to be done at a distance. We can use this prayer to ask for ourselves
and for all.
Beloved Lord *
Almighty God,
Through the rays of the sun, through the waves of the air,
Through the all pervading life in space,
Purify and revivify us,
And, we pray,
Heal our bodies, hearts and souls.
Amin.

Rev Mandy

* (Please feel free to connect here in whichever way is most meaningful for
you)

Submitted by Br. Sean
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Rumination on Being Isolated From C19
I am a fixer of things. A maker of ways to achieve things. I will
turn myself inside out to make my family’s life easier.
This virus has changed that.
Today all I can do is let my daughter’s dog out and, well
and ........
I cannot look after my granddaughter full time, I cannot make
my daughter’s burden any lighter.
I cannot do anything to help my son.
I cannot aid the sick.
I cannot keep a friend company.
I cannot hold a hand.
I cannot do very much.
But
I can stay cheerful and phone my friends
I can spend uninterrupted hours playing with a complicated crochet pattern
I can read my book without interruption
I can stay well in isolation and cause my son and daughter no
worry
I can face-time with my granddaughter every day.
I can talk to my daughter and my son on the phone
I can play 60’s music and pretend I’m a teenager again
I am lucky I can walk out of my door into open country.
I can go for a walk
I can write
I can rearrange the furniture
I can be creative
I can make bread
I can stay well.
Maybe this can be not all fear and trepidation but a time to reengage with things I never get time for.
Celia
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Sunday Services.
I have subscribed to Zoom in order to host a Service on behalf of the Chapel
as although you can do it for free that would only enable me to host a Service
(or any other meeting) for 3 or more people limited to 40 minutes or thereabouts. Let’s give it a go next Sunday if you would like to. I will send out an
invitation to everyone on email. Participants can also be invited by text message
so I hope that I don’t overlook anyone. We think it will be best to enable people
to join before 11:00am and have a period of checking in and or working out
how the app works as it is slightly different on computers, laptops, iPads, and
phones. What we must not do is talk at once or have background noise as the
main screen you see will be the person talking. We will light the chalice to begin
the formal part of the Service at say, 11:10am. At the end, you can ‘leave the
meeting’ or stay on and get yourself a brew and a biscuit and we can imagine
that we are in the Schoolroom.
Next Sunday was to have been our Shared Worship Service on the theme of
‘Ministry - How Do You Do It?’ put together by Sian and Rob. Rob, John C and I
tried out Zoom. We can see how it might work for us although, as many groups
found out today, it takes a little while for people to ‘join’ the meeting and work
out whether they can be heard and/or seen. We tried singing along to Spirit of
Life but we were all a little bit differently out of synch with the CD. In view of
that, it might be best to listen or sing along whilst on ‘mute’.
Here is the link to sign into Zoom. You should just need to click on the link ‘Join
Zoom Meeting’ rather than having to copy and paste the Meeting ID.
Join Zoom Meeting here: https://zoom.us/j/624926266
Meeting ID: 624 926 266
(This link takes you to a page where you can download the Zoom Video software so I would suggest that you give yourselves a good ten minutes to do
this, in case of any glitches. Fran)
I have set it so that on entering the meeting (from 10:50am onwards) you will
be on video but the microphone will be on ‘mute’. The first thing to do is to select ‘unmute’. If you are asked to wait that is because I have to let everyone in
individually. If you arrive in the waiting room before I have started the meeting
it will say that the host has not yet started the meeting. Once in the room you
should be able to see everyone else who has already joined the meeting and
speak to them whilst we are gathering.
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One tap mobile
+442034815237,,624926266# United Kingdom 442034815240,,624926266#
United +Kingdom
Dial by your location
+44 203 481 5237 United Kingdom
+44 203 481 5240 United Kingdom
+44 131 460 1196 United Kingdom
+44 203 051 2874 United Kingdom
Meeting ID: 624 926 266
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/abGB3gnVjY
Every denomination is being creative and everyone is learning new ways of getting together for worship, house groups or committee/other meetings. The UK
Unitarians Facebook group has highlighted various publications from the URC.
Having small WhatsApp groups might be a way of looking out for Chapel members or attendees who live near you, especially if they live alone. Perhaps give it
a go and let me know how you get on. Information below:
What is WhatsApp?
WhatsApp is a free tool, owned by Facebook, that allows people to message
individuals, small or large groups of people with the app on their mobile phone
or on a computer. If you don’t have WhatsApp, visit the App Store on your
iPhone or iPad, or Google Play on an Android phone, tablet or device, and
download the app. The icon is a white speech bubble with a white phone symbol in a green square or circle. WhatsApp is used by more than 1 billion people,
is free, is encrypted, which means it is secure, and offers video and audio calls
using the internet. You can also use it to share images and forward messages
from others.
Permissions
Once you have downloaded it, open it as you would any other app. It will ask
you for a series of permissions – to access your contacts, to send you notifications, and to agree to its terms and conditions. You will then be sent an SMS
text message to verify your phone number (the country code for the UK is
+44).
I have set up a private and secret Facebook page ‘Kendal Chapel’, which I
will invite everyone to join. Some of you are keen Facebook users, some like to
keep an eye on it but don’t post, some do occasionally and others avoid ‘social
media’ like … the plague! If you only ‘friend’ those you know or restrict it to
family it can be a useful way of keeping in touch. The invitation will come out to
Chapel people who are Facebook friends already and also via email to those I
am not in contact with on Facebook. Feel free to ignore it.
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I thought it would be good to do a much briefer News from Chapel every
Wednesday and Sunday as a means of keeping in touch. If I get sick then I will
have to ask for one or more others to take that over. We could use that as a
way of checking in, encouraging each other and simply keeping in touch.
Fran is also going to do a fortnightly Fellowship news sheet instead of the
monthly Fellowship magazine. Keep your articles coming in to Fran. I have suggested that we should endeavour to keep it Corona-free akin to the Positive
News publication. However please note that for the time being Fellowship will
only be available as a PDF. If you do not already get the PDF version sent to
you please email Fran and ask to go on her distribution list.
Weekly envelope scheme
Are you wondering what to do about your offerings now that we are unable to
meet together on Sundays for the foreseeable future? You can either put your
offering in the envelope each week and keep them all for the time being; ask
your bank to set up a monthly standing order for you or, if you do internet or
telephone banking, set up a regular monthly payment or make one-off payments. Please use your surname followed by your envelope scheme number as
the reference to help John and Don. The bank details are as follows:Cumberland Building Society
Sort code: 16-52-21. Account name: Kendal Unitarian Chapel
Account no: 53287035
Pastoral Matters.
Covid-19 Debbie Mayes and Ann Wilcox have both been very unwell, having
had the virus it would seem from their symptoms. Debbie is recovering but feeling very tired. Ann is still feeling very unwell. Jan Smith has had a ‘bug’ but is
recovering. There will be more of us becoming unwell over the coming weeks.
If you need any practical help or you want to report that you are ill/on the
mend/getting stronger/fully recovered please share that with us so that we can
remember you and your families in our prayers.
I hope that you do manage to stay well and that you will keep in touch. I will
be back to work this coming week and will do my best to ring you all to see
how you are doing. But you don’t need to wait for me to call you.
Much love,
Rev Mandy

1. Can a man legally marry his
widow’s sister in
the state of Utah?

3. What is this
person’s name
and where does
he live?

2.What phrase?
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Spring Around the Office
As I look out of the office window I see the empty rose bushes and the bare
bones of the forsythia, and the cream-coloured face of the Chapel with its black,
staring windows, and I dream of summer. At home the jackdaws are busy making a nest under the eaves in the roof near my bathroom. I see them flying forth
and then back, carrying in tufts of dry grass and sometimes ejecting things they
seem to have changed their minds about. Yesterday, one of them took in something that looked like a piece of tissue paper. This morning he (or she, I do not
know how to tell the difference) brought out what appeared to be the same
thing and swallowed it. Well, I suppose it cannot really have been tissue paper.
Perhaps it was a kind of secretion, like the papery ‘webs’ that spiders used over
their nests in the hollows in the walls in my old house in Malaŵi. Perhaps it provided some much needed nutrient; or perhaps hen jackdaws also get cravings
for unusual foods. I watch them every morning. They have a generally live-andlet-live attitude towards the pigeons. The pigeons nest further along the roof
and have to enter their door by flying up under the gutter, whereas the jackdaws’ front door is above the gutter. It is like living on the right and wrong sides
of the railway tracks. The pigeons are spinners; that is, they will sit on the cap
of the effluent pipe and simply turn and turn until one would think they must
get dizzy. I do not know why they perform this act. Is it a courting ritual? If so,
it seems to have very little result. The other pigeons just ignore it.

Yesterday, 20th March, was a beautiful day, the first day of Spring, when for a
split second the sun is overhead at the Equator and day and night are equal at
some line on the globe. The sky was blue, the early frost was soon melted by
the sun, and there was a cool but dry north wind. From the first ‘false’ dawn the
birds sang and sang in the trees and the hedges. And I felt glad. The world is in
a horrible state but there is still much to gladden the heart. The garden in front
of the Chapel may still be far from its summer colour but at the sides there are
big daffodils, planted last year by the students, most standing tall but a few, the
earliest ones, too heavy to hold up their heads, or not planted deep enough in
the soil. The snowdrops have gone but there are crocuses of imperial purple,
noblest and most glorious of colours. At my house the daisy-like leucanthemums
have been flowering all winter and so have the wallflowers, emitting their sweet
perfume into the air. Oh yes, there is still so much to be thankful for in these
very difficult times and so many lessons to be learnt from what surrounds us if
we only look and listen.

John C
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In Memoriam
Marjorie Yeadon was readmitted to hospital again recently with double pneumonia. She had already stopped eating and has been on end-of-life care for a
few days. She died in the morning of 21st March. Sally is in touch with
Marjorie’s daughter, Christina, and other family members, and they have said
that there will be a very small family cremation at Beetham on Friday 3rd April
at 9:30 am. I hope that I will be able to attend to support the family and if
there is a video link set up I will be sure to let you have the details as soon as I
have them. There will, of course, be a special Service at Chapel for Marjorie. It
is difficult to think that Marjorie has gone after playing such an important part in
the life of the Chapel for well over 90 years. There will be deep sadness shared
by all of us at Chapel who knew and loved Marjorie, as well as by her family. It
is a comfort that in the end she was able to slip away.
Carol Simco. Those of you who were at Chapel on Sunday will have heard that
Carol Simco of Websters Yard was nearing the end of her life. I heard from Fran
- who was a long standing friend of Carol, having met her some 26 years ago that Carol died on 16th March. There was a service at Beetham Crematorium on
Monday 23rd March at 9:30am. The only people in attendance were her son
Neil, granddaughter Beth, her main carer, Leanne, and myself. Her daughter,
Claire, is in isolation in her home town in Italy, unable to even see her partner,
so it has been very difficult for them all. Many of you will not know Carol as she
has not been able to attend Chapel for quite some time. However, she remained
a member; it was her spiritual home and her wish was for her ashes to be put
in the Multi Faith Garden. Her family will organise a Special Service in the
Chapel commemorating and celebrating her life once things have settled down
and people are free to travel again. That is likely to be next year. However, everyone is most welcome to view the service at the Crematorium by video link.
You need to log on to www.Obitus.com by typing in Username: beetham3374
and Password: 350224. You can gain access from Wednesday 25th March for 28
days.

Mandy

Carol. She was my friend for over 26 years and I loved her dearly. I wanted to
write a short memorial for this newsletter but words are failing me (not often
that happens!) so I will reproduce below the words that Mandy read for me at
her funeral.

“And so, I bid farewell for a while to my dear friend Carol and my world will
shrink a little for not having her in it. I met Carol many years ago (at least 26) in
the Ring O Bells pub in Kendal! We had both gone to attend the inaugural
meeting of the Planetary Aid Network. Finding that I lived just above her on the
hill, she offered me a lift home. In the car she said, "I don't think I want to be
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part of that group but I know why I went to the meeting – I went to meet you."
And thank God she did, for from that time on she and I were firm friends,
sharing each other's joys and sorrows, woes and triumphs and many fun times,
both here in Kendal and, for a time, in Glastonbury. She was an amazing person; like the Tardis, she was bigger on the inside than the outside, with a store
of wisdom and intuitive knowledge that, often, acted as both solace and guidance for me. A hugely creative person, her home was adorned with many of
her paintings and I had the privilege of reading many of her writings, including
the Flower Book that she wrote when she had cancer. Each of her fears she
turned into a flower – so typical of her courage and her imaginative way of
walking through the world. Carol was a healer, both through her metamorphic
technique therapy and metaphysically through her strong connection to the
divine, to the universal creative energy. It was Carol who helped me through
my bout of panic attacks and taught me how to stand back and observe the
fear rather than engage with it. As years passed, my daughter grew and became a Reiki Master and an intuitive healer and she and Carol had a special
connection, meeting as two intuitive souls who recognised each other and
could communicate on a frequency beyond words. Like many of those whose
inner life is more real and more profound than their daily 3D existence, Carol's
light shone quietly but, when needed by a friend, it blazed a path through the
darkness. I loved her and am so thankful that my journey included her.”
Interestingly, while trying to write this, I had a panic attack – the first for many
years. I drew on what Carol taught me and it passed, but I think it showed me
how very much I will miss her. Although she was, perforce, limited latterly on a
3D level because of her dementia, once our chats moved on to metaphysics and
higher realms, as opposed to events, friends and relatives whom she sometimes
struggled to recall, then she came into her own for that was the reality in which
she resided. I learned much from her.
Once we are on the other side of current world events, a memorial service for
Carol will be held at Chapel.

Fran
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Say Goodbye
Say goodbye to all you see,
To all you see with these eyes
Say goodbye to all you’ve been,
To all your needs and desires
Fly above the silent ocean unto the purest sky.
Feel your heart begin to break; become the light you are
Fear is man and clothed in flesh and wrapped up in the light.
Love is all that conquers death; it never fears to die
Freedom dances over the threads that try to tie her down.
Faith is humble like the one who walks a step behind
Say goodbye to all you see, to all you’ve been and desired
Take your place and dance the dance and leave this world behind
Fly up high a proudest eagle, the true king of the skies
Feel the chains begin to break, become the light that you are
Lyrics by Lucinda Drayton and Andrew Bissett
From the album A Hundred Thousand Angels
From the Order of Service for Carol’s cremation
Carol’s Own Words
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Pandemic
What if you thought of it
as the Jews consider the Sabbath—
the most sacred of times?
Cease from travel.
Cease from buying and selling.
Give up, just for now,
on trying to make the world
different than it is.
Sing. Pray. Touch only those
to whom you commit your life.
Centre down.
And when your body has become still,
reach out with your heart.
Know that we are connected
in ways that are terrifying and beautiful.
(You could hardly deny it now.)
Know that our lives
are in one another’s hands.
(Surely, that has come clear.)
Do not reach out your hands.
Reach out your heart.
Reach out your words.
Reach out all the tendrils
of compassion that move, invisibly,
where we cannot touch.
Promise this world your love for better or for worse,
in sickness and in health,
so long as we all shall live.

by Lynn Ungar 3/11/20
http://www.lynnungar.com

Submitted by Rob.
Rearrange these eight eights so
that they add up to 1000.

88888888

Answers page 34.

Submitted by John P
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Find your wings. You had them once.

Our lives are not determined by what happens to us but by how we
react to what happens, Not by what life brings to us, but by the attitude we bring to life. A positive attitude causes a chain reaction of
positive thoughts, events, and outcomes. It is a catalyst, a spark that
creates extraordinary results.
When it rains, most birds head for shelter; the eagle is the only bird
that, in order to avoid the rain, starts flying above the cloud.......
Look and Listen
Watch: The Climate Hoax Transforming Our Society. https://www.davidicke.com/
article/563966/climate-hoax-transforming-society-david-icke
Watch: The Truth Behind The Coronavirus Pandemic, Covid-19 Lockdown & The Economic Crash. https://londonreal.tv/?s=david+icke
If you still have not realised that we live in a world controlled by a relative few behind
the scenes, for their own ends, then watch this. You are now experiencing the reality of
those controls being ramped up. Get wise and change your reality.
N.B. If you only watch one thing, make it this. David Icke gives a very clear overview.
Coronavirus expert: “War is an appropriate analogy.”
Br Rob sent me the link-see below and said he thoroughly enjoyed listening to Dr Richard Hatchett. CEO of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations. Dr Richard
Hatchett explains the long-term dangers of the Covid-19 coronavirus - saying it is the
scariest outbreak he's dealt with in his 20-year career. https://youtu.be/dcJDpV-igjs
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Alien Interface by Mike Oram and Fran
Pickering, 2011.
Publ: Star Hill Publishing
ISBN: 978-1-907710-07-0
92 pages. £8. Available from Fran

One man's account of three days when reality changed for him. This is the true story of
'George's' adventures on Earth and beyond.
He is not alone in his claims to have met
beings from beyond our Time and Space.
We live in an age when many, many ordinary people are making extraordinary
claims: claims of seeing and interacting with
beings not from Earth. Claims that not only
are we not alone on our journey through
space but that our spaceship Earth is being
visited by other craft and creatures, who are
making themselves known in many ways.
Indeed, we are told they are amongst us
even in the corridors of political power.
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Lockdown
Yes there is fear.
Yes there is isolation.
Yes there is panic buying.
Yes there is sickness.
Yes there is even death.
But,
They say that in Wuhan after so many years of noise
You can hear the birds again.
They say that after just a few weeks of quiet
The sky is no longer thick with fumes
But blue and grey and clear.
They say that in the streets of Assisi
People are singing to each other
across the empty squares,
keeping their windows open
so that those who are alone
may hear the sounds of family around them.
They say that a hotel in the West of Ireland
Is offering free meals and delivery to the housebound.
Today, a young woman I know
is busy spreading fliers with her number
through the neighbourhood
So that the elders may have someone to call on.
Today Churches, Synagogues, Mosques and Temples
are preparing to welcome
and shelter the homeless, the sick, the weary.
All over the world people are slowing down and reflecting.
All over the world people are looking at their neighbours in a new way.
All over the world people are waking up to a new reality;
To how big we really are;
To how little control we really have;
To what really matters.
To Love.
So we pray and we remember that
Yes there is fear,
But there does not have to be hate.
Yes there is isolation,
But there does not have to be loneliness.
Yes there is panic buying,
But there does not have to be meanness.
Yes there is sickness,
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But there does not have to be disease of the soul.
Yes there is even death,
But there can always be a rebirth of love.
Wake to the choices you make as to how to live now.
Today, breathe,
Listen; behind the factory noises of your panic
The birds are singing again,
The sky is clearing,
Spring is coming,
And we are always encompassed by Love.
Open the windows of your soul
And though you may not be able
to touch across the empty square,
Sing.
Fr. Richard Hendrick
Adapted from a Prayer from Rev Chris Edmondson
(R4 Daily Service 02 03 20)
We pray for all those suffering as a result of the spread of the Coronavirus.
We ask for your protection on those most vulnerable to infection
We pray for your wisdom and strength for those working in health services
around the world.
We ask that you grant them patience, grace and capacity as they work hard to
contain this outbreak.
We pray that you will be with those who have lost loved ones;
We ask that they may know your Light and Hope amidst their darkness and
loss.
We pray that we allow your Light and Hope to lift the dark clouds of fear and
confusion…
Amen
Ann W
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A Franciscan Vision for Thinking No Harm
As a modern day, liberated Franciscan monk who embraces Celtic Franciscan Interspirituality, we envision ourselves living in a world where all people, everywhere, have risen
up and out of their old, dark, thinking patterns and have realized how utterly beneficent
it is for us to think no harm. We see an awakening having taken place in every culture,
in every land, so that we are now living in complete peace, creativity, and serenity because no one is thinking harmful thoughts about anyone else. Now that we have learned
that our thoughts are very powerful and creative, and that whatever we are putting our
attention on is what we are becoming, we have taken that bit of wisdom into our lives,
and our lives have improved immeasurably as a result. Indeed, since harm no longer
happens inside of us in our thoughts, it can no longer happen outside of us in the world.
As you line up with this Vision, it becomes your Vision too!

(Rev) Brother Sean TCOSF
Pastoral ambassador for the Tau Franciscan Community of Interfaith Franciscans

Heard some advice on the radio last night, it said to have inner peace, that we
should always finish things we start, and we all could use more calm in our
lives. I looked through my house to find things that I'd started and hadn't finished, so I finished off a bottle of Merlot, a bottle of Whiskey, a bodle of Baileys, a butle of wum, tha mainder of Valiumun srciptuns, an a box a chocletz.
Yu haf no idr how feckin fablus I feel rite now. Sned this to all who need inner
piss. An telum u luvum. And two al bee hapee wilst in de instalation. Br Sean
Who Am I?
1. My favourite fish food is Windermere perch fried in butter.
2. I was fascinated by Africa from a very early age.
3. I love the poems of John Richardson.
4. I speak chiTumbuka, but it is now very rusty.
5. I love gardens but do not much like gardening.
6. My favourite music is from the Baroque period.
7. I have visited Greenland, Yemen and the Galapagos Islands.
8. I nearly always wear a tie.
9. My house is built of stone.
10. I do not now have a car and prefer to travel by train.
Last month’s Who Am I? was Fred Jordan
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REPORT

John/Sumedha is trying to follow some of
the Amaravati day solo retreats together
The daily schedule is online if anyone
wishes to join him:

Venerable Pidiville Piyatissa visit
to Kendal 27th February 2020
Venerable Pidiville Piyatissa (born in
Sri Lanka) Head of Ketumati Buddhist
Vihara Manchester, visited Kendal to
meet BGKT Buddhist Group of Kendal
(Theravada) and Keswick Buddhist
Group on 27th February 2020. He
stressed the importance of Buddhist
practitioners meeting regularly to
meditate and study Buddhist Teachings. He has taught both groups since
1999, and they were grateful for this
opportunity to learn from him.

http://www.buddhacommunitynet/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/ALBA-Soloretreat-together-time-table_March2020.pdf
This uses Forest Sangha resources.
Please feel welcome to adapt with other
similar resources you normally use.
Best wishes,
Jacquetta

Jacquetta

CMDM Cumbria Moon Day Meditation
http://buddhistgroupofkendal.co.uk/cmdmcumbria-moon-day-meditation-2/
The three Theravada Buddhist Groups in
Cumbria (Carlisle, Kendal and Keswick)
have meditated at the same time, 7-9 pm,
on the four moon days (Full, New and Half
Moon according to the Forest Sangha
calendar) Those who wish to may meditate at home, knowing that other meditators in Cumbria are doing the same. Any
Theravada Buddhists resident in Cumbria
who are not involved with the three groups
are welcome to join us.
Forest Sangha Calendars including
Lunar Observance Dates::
https://forestsangha.org/community/
calendars/year_planners/2020
Forest Sangha Newsletters:
https://forestsangha.org/community/news/
uk_forest-sangha-newsletter-archive
Jacquetta
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Mandy did say that she would like not to have too much content that featured the Coronavirus. I take her point but, whether we like it or not, it is a
central feature in all our lives at present and I cannot just ignore it. Neither, it seems can others as many of the contributions relate to this situation.
Acknowledging a situation, facing it and looking to see how we can turn this
into a positive thing in our lives (like my friend Carol and her Flower Book—
see page 11) is quite different to entering into fear over it. On page 5, I
reproduced (with permission) Rev Celia’s post on Facebook. A good example
of facing this with a positive attitude.
Human beings often function best under adversity; we only have to look at
any war situation to hear tales of courage, heroism, kindness and sacrificial
generosity. Hopefully, this will be no different.
However, it really is time to do some joined up thinking. As I showed in a
previous issue, patents exist for various strains of Coronavirus, all developed in laboratories. The virus would need to be released to affect people.
Why, and why now? Or is that what is happening? Is the virus actually in
the vaccine? See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8FqsAfHSJ0
On 19th March, the UK Government released a statement under their High
Consequence Infectious Diseases (HCID) guidelines. It said:
As of 19 March 2020, COVID-19 is no longer considered to be a high consequence
infectious diseases (HCID) in the UK. ……………...Now that more is known about
COVID-19, the public health bodies in the UK have reviewed the most up to date information about COVID-19 against the UK HCID criteria. They have determined that several features have now changed; in particular, more information is available about mortality rates (low overall), and there is now greater clinical awareness and a specific and
sensitive laboratory test, the availability of which continues to increase.
The Advisory Committee on Dangerous Pathogens (ACDP) is also of the opinion that
COVID-19 should no longer be classified as an HCID.
The complete statement can be read here: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/highconsequence-infectious-diseases-hcid#status-of-covid-19
Why then a complete lockdown and talk of it lasting at least 9-12 weeks?
(Some sources cite 12-18 months). What else is going on? I could tell you
what I believe is happening from my intel sources and the research I have
done all my life but you will only achieve that perspective change necessary
to truly see the actual reality we live in as opposed to that presented to you
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through the controlled media and a lifetime of programming via the various
systems: health, education, financial, etc., if you find out for yourself. Piecing the jigsaw together for yourself affects the consciousness in a deeper
way than just being told, because you can listen with half a mind or dismiss
what someone is telling you. Making that ‘aha’ discovery yourself opens a
door in the mind that allows the light of Truth to stream in. So, now that
you probably have time on your hands, I urge you to do your research. Ask
that Truth be shown to you and, if you are genuine in that request, Universe
will guide your searching and reveal what you need to know.
One site I would suggest is: http://projectcamelotportal.com/. Another is
Gaia TV. This is a monthly subscription site but has masses of documentaries, films and interviews: https://www.gaia.com/
Jordan Maxwell (masses of research): www.jordanmaxwell.com/bio.html
Google: David Icke, Mark Steele, David Wilcock, Sacha Stone, Linda Moulton Howe, Mile’s Bases Project, Alfred Weber, Simon Parkes, Laura Eisenhower Cosmic Gaia, Patty Greer.
We co-create what happens on this world; why have we created this situation? Could it be because deep within we all know that things have gone too
far; we have overstepped the mark and allowed very negative beings to
wield control behind the scenes, and this must stop, for all our sakes. We
need to stand together and stand up and say, “No more. Not in my name”.
We need to collectively intend to create a better reality, where truth and
love and compassion reign. Do your research. Go within and ask for clarity
and apprehension of truth. Be alert. Nefarious plans are afoot. These are
the times we have long been told were coming.
Above all else, now is the time to remember who you are. You are a free,
sovereign spirit, powerful beyond belief (because we have been trained to
not know ourselves). Draw on that power; bring forth your light. Be still and
Fran
shine.
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WHY I ATTEND CHAPEL
I am writing this just a day after Mandy’s wonderful inauguration service. Most
of the reasons I am now proud to call myself a Unitarian were expressed beautifully in that service. So here goes:
I am a member of this chapel because of THE PEOPLE IN IT. We are not a
‘Chapel’ - though how much I love our space and how grateful I am for all that
built it, tended it and still look after it!
But this chapel is not just a building, it is a community. Here, we can be TOGETHER, even in our differences. With this comes a deep peace that everyone
is welcome here; all faiths and no faiths. This is the sustainable future for the
yearning spirit of all humanity
Despite my failures and my defects, this is a place where I feel heard, loved
and accepted for who I am. I do not have to try and be someone else. This
shared ethos of diversity and toleration is real in this chapel.
It lives and breathes from the wood of the pews and in the burning of our
chalice flame. It lives and breathes is the words and silences of each service
and it gets acted out in the coffee and sharing after. It is expressed and shared
in the activities we do together.
For 20 years I did not go to church because the people I loved and worked
with could never be comfortable with the highly parental precepts of the Anglican church that I had grown up with.
Now, I know I am a bit peculiar. You see, I love the smell of the incense and
the clatter of the thurible as frankincense billows and rises through the gothic
heights and permeates all around. I love the rituals and the robes, the bells and
the bowing, the architecture and the polyphonic music of my cathedral upbringing. They speak to me viscerally and in my bones. They bring me to awe. But
the very things that speak to me and draw me up in wonder to worship a God
that is truly beyond my understanding also alienate and separate me from all
those I love. The doctrines and the precepts that I have discarded and worked
around on a regular basis with total freedom and abandon are the stumbling
blocks for people I respect and care deeply about. Lets face it, if we really examine them, these precepts and creeds consist of a form of spiritual genocide:
“If you are not with us you are eternally damned” “If you do not come to God
through me, you will never know God”. And so on and so forth...
But here, in this place… well here, I feel something even more important. I
feel space. I feel community and I feel warmth. I feel love. I feel real.
And I can invite everyone I know - yes that’s right EVERYONE to this beautiful
place.
But only if they want.

Gerry Pyves
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A PERSONAL STORY
When I was quite young, my father gave me a stern talking-to about
leaving lights on when they weren't needed, and, therefore, wasting
electricity. What he said next changed my thinking for ever: 'People think
electricity is clean. Well it's not, and if you go and look at a power station
(they were all coal or nuclear then I think), you will see how dirty it is'. I
don't think I wasted electricity after this.
My father was an engineer, and was always working things out on the
backs of envelopes. One thing he worked out was that he could use the
natural resources near the house (in this case, water) to generate clean
electricity. He and my brother set to work in the early 70s to bring my
father's dream to reality, and they eventually did. So after this, my
mother no longer had to put dirty coal into the Aga, as it now ran on
clean electricity. Our hot water and heating was also powered by clean
electricity. I am fortunate enough to still be able to stay in my childhood
home, and the hydroelectricity still keeps the house lovely and warm. My
father wasn't a spendthrift, so he would not have paid out for a turbine
without making sure it would pay for itself many times over.
The term 'climate change' didn't really exist in the 70s. But there was
already too much C02 in the atmosphere When I learnt more about this
later on, first of all in the 80s, the solutions seemed quite simple to me we need to find out what damages the environment (like dirty electricity)
and change the way we do things, like my father did. I have gradually
changed quite a lot of things by now, and have discovered that I don't
lose out by changing. In some ways life seems simpler and therefore
better.

Rosie
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One to watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TTXdhTwO320
Keean Bexte of Rebel News travels to Stockholm to investigate Greta Thunberg's origins
and speak with Greta herself. http://www.GretaInc.com
A very disturbed child. Intimidation and threats to reporter. School strikes not a strike –
she regularly had days off as it was a special school for disturbed children and that was
allowed.
Won't answer questions. The famous
photo of her sitting on train floor –
train company said she was actually
travelling first class.
It was suggested, not by Thunberg,
that she had spent the journey on the
floor. She said it was a good sign that
the train was "overcrowded" because
it means demand for more environmentally-friendly train travel is high.
She posted: (with image) “Travelling on overcrowded trains through Germany. And I’m
finally on my way home!”
Deutsche Bahn told her it would have been "nicer" if she had mentioned "the friendly
and competent manner in which you were treated by staff at your seat in first class".
Links: https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=analysis+of+sweden+background+to+greta+thundberg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hP8BqnFjSOw Editor of Culture Wars talking about G
T's family and social background and how it influenced her.
If you have not already had your
birthday this year, then your shoes
can tell your age!
1. Take your shoe size (round up
half sizes) and multiply it by 50.
2. Add 50.
3. Multiply by 20.
4. Add 1019
5. Subtract the year you were born.
Now, the first digit is your shoe
size and the last 2 digits your age.
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THE EARTH IS CLOSED FOR RENOVATIONS
by Buffy Bernhardt. March 2020
This morning my guidance showed me a sign posted on the Earth that says:
“THE EARTH IS CLOSED FOR RENOVATIONS”.
We must ask why this global situation and what needs renovating? OURSELVES!
Our unconsciousness, our selfishness, our untruth, our distraction, our unruliness….our forgetting God, Source, Presence. We have strayed like lost sheep,
neglected our stewardship of this earth and all that dwells here. We have become aggressors, type A, greedy, victims, abusers, lazy, liars, ego driven narcissists.
What have we done to our world?
There is now psychological proof that cell phones have become a part of man's
inner psyche, which has a deep A.D.D. disruptive effect on our behaviour, patterns, energy. This has created inner restlessness, addiction, rudeness, heightened distractibility, inability to live in the moment, adversely affecting our children.
We hurt our bodies by putting toxic food into our mouths. Fast foods, processed foods, store bought prepared foods are clogging our arteries, lowering
our vibration, affecting our thought forms and behaviour. Our water is made
toxic by our Big Pharma, Monsanto.
We ravage rain forests, destroy natural habitats where toucans and howler
monkeys make their homes… to grow coconut groves, in order to sell coconut
water as health food.
Our media has become part of the problem, feeding the ignorant with false
news, propaganda and money-making headlines.
All systems: education, medical, penal, insurance, government, financial, municipal, corporate have become money driven rather than service driven and are
now dysfunctional.
Whether or not we partake in one, all, or other aspects of this unconsciousness, we are all part of this collective unconsciousness. We have forgotten that
we are in fact “spirit beings having a human experience”, and have lost our
way. Our religion has become materialism, commerce, money, myopic science.
So now, as the scales have tipped, we are in a global, never before experienced crisis. And now NATURE herself has reacted. The whole Earth is stricken
with a virus for the first time in history, as foretold by the prophecies.
Much of mankind is living like fearful animals, quarantined in survival mode;
some frozen in fright. Across the globe, commerce is at a stand still. Whole cities are shut down. Almost every country in the world is affected. Viral shock
interrupts our patterns, our reality. New York City, Boston, Paris, London, Tokyo, Sidney, big cities have closed restaurants and bars. Streets are empty with
an eerie hollowness.
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Our behaviour is bordering on a collective mental breakdown. We are now
hoarding toilet paper. WHAT? I walked into the supermarket, Ingles, yesterday,
and the toilet paper shelves were empty! Others line up at 9:00am waiting for
Trader Joe’s to open. By 1:00pm the shelves have been stripped bare. This
shock wave is rattling many to the core. It looks like a feeding frenzy.
So in these musings I ask: what is the deeper meaning behind all of this?
I look for an answer by getting out of the house to seek sanctuary. I stop at
the Basilica. The sign on the door says: “Temporarily Closed”. I am astounded
that the church is closed when we are most in need. Has God got the virus?
I drive further for sanctuary to the 9,000acre Vanderbilt estate: The Biltmore.
The property is open, restaurants and commerce closed. The usual tourist trail
of cars has gone. An ancient hush reverberates through these Olmsted woods.
The animals who live here are in deepest peace and harmony. The shy wood
thrush sings its trill-song deep in the forest. A wood pecker pecks on a tall pine
tree, his echo resounding in the distance. A spring stream gurgles, meandering
its way through the emerald moss. A chorus of peepers delights the ear, as
dusk drapes its shadow upon the day. Newborn lambs frolic in the meadow,
keeping close to mom, running for a warm suckle of milk. Innocence is alive.
All is well here in this natural world. The endless rhythm of night and day
comes and goes; the budding of spring bursts forth with the cycle of seasons.
Trust, consistency, all that is well lives on this lovely place on earth.
Beneath this “pandemicized" earth there is a profound stillness that blankets
our home. If we become silent enough, we can sense a sublime emptiness that
is soothing our harried world. In the quietude there is more space, more air to
breath. As our life as we know it has been put on hold, all has slowed down as
we burrow into our safe places.
I ask: what is at work here? What is the blessing? Man has lost his way, and
NATURE now rules in the form of a virus. What is the message?
Yes, tragedy, drama, fear, loss, inconvenience, disruption is the surface story.
But hidden behind this cloud, it seems NATURE is stopping man in his tracks by
design. NATURE is taking the upper hand, empowering itself, after having been
abused for too long.
Yes, “THE EARTH IS CLOSED FOR RENOVATIONS”. This IS an amazing time.
Humanity is walking with humanity. ‘Rich man, poor man, beggar man,
thief”….we are all in this as one human family. We are being forced to slow
down, to go within, to help each other as a global and individual community.
We are being prompted to seek sanctuary, to prioritize, to get off the rat race,
to learn to listen to the Present Moment, to Presence.
For this is an opportunity where we are being gifted to seek the Divine, seek
what truly matters, be authentic, be humble. We have an opportunity to realize
that NATURE ultimately rules. Our lesson is to return to our roots, honour the
earth and the natural world with dignity and respect. Reclaim our rightful stewardship as respectful, loving, communal members of this earth family. WE CAN
DO THIS. YES WE CAN.
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Let each one of us ask: how can I renovate myself in body, mind and
spirit….what needs to be cleaned up in my back yard?
HALLELUJAH…….. “THE EARTH IS CLOSED FOR RENOVATIONS”.
**Olmsted woods refers to Fredrick Law Olmsted who designed the Biltmore

Submitted by John C, who said:”It dates from
about 1948, when unnecessary travel was
discouraged just as it is now”.
John also submitted the photo on page 34 of
the notice on Kendal Town Hall door.

Sent in by Rob.

What

is the worst vegetable
to have on a ship?
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Sharing Some Words of Wisdom From a Member Monastic Who is a Zen Priest
I am in the process of reading I, Francis.
The striking section that resonates and is the same in Zen is that Francis walked a mystical path and defines poverty as not possessing. In Zen, poverty is defined as: to be
empty of self-interest, selfishness of all stripes and colour. You may have all the luxury
the world offers when not possessing any of it.
There is an old Zen story which you may have heard about the Professor and the Zen
Master.
The Professor goes to the Zen Master to learn and the Zen Master, being intuitive, offered him a cup of tea. When the kettle boiled, the Zen Master began to pour the tea
into the Professor's cup until the cup overflowed, spilling onto the floor. The Professor
jumped up in a fright, and I might say, irritation, saying, "WHAT ARE YOU DOING?" The
Zen Master replied. "How may I teach you anything when your cup if already full of
ideas?" (All the stuff possessed by the Professor).
An example of our need to be empty - empty of everything - where we see for the first
time who we truly are. Francis puts it : Not possessing, not possessing - those fortunate
enough to be a not possessing spirit find the Kingdom of God. Meister Eckhart wrote a
wonderful sermon, (I think sermon 27?) on this emptiness. Yes, a wonderful reminder.
A wonderful reminder I need every moment of every day not to possess; not possessing, not possessing. When I examine my travails it comes from a deep root called possession, and further down it is like a limpet stuck to ignorance.
I need this simple reminder to keep the claws of possessiveness retracted - and see
what comes. This is the highest liberation. And Jesus, what a teacher he is - he takes his
faithful flock up alone to teach this Truth - away from the crowds. He begins with the
toughest and yet the only practice we need for liberation right off the bat. No pabulum
for you boys and girls, hereis all you will need. This way of teaching is rooted in the
Indian spiritual practices. Give the highest teaching first, since there are those who
might get it right away! And what is that highest teaching? POOR IN SPIRIT. Not possessing! How marvellous. I am lifted up by it. Not possessing. Not possessing.
Worry and fear and all the rest of the taints come right up when we grab onto to any
thing - whether it be here or there or in the past etc., etc., etc. Take refuge in the HIgh
Bird - the High Bird by many, many names. Not Possessing is the Way! Just right.
Love all around you.
May you be well and safe from harm.
May we and all beings realize the emptiness (not possessing) of the three wheels: giver,
receiver and gift.
With bows,
Fly
Submitted by Br. Sean

A Thought: 5G Radiation causes flu and pneumonia-type symptoms. It is an
immune system suppressor, so why are those in authority still pushing this genocidal agenda if they believe in the COVID pandemic?.
Fran
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FIND THE PANDA!
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Brother Sean shares an ancient monastic remedy for all viruses such as pneumonia and the Coronavirus:
Take 2 drops of the purest Essential Tea Tree Australian Oils and apply to a
clean handkerchief then place in a plastic zip bag for freshness.
Before leaving home where you are most likely to meet people, such as the
supermarket, etc., place 2 drops of the oils on your hankie. Inhale 4 times via
the nose and then repeat same via your mouth. Repeat as necessary.
Steam Inhalation: If you are coughing and or chesty, try a steam inhalation
using 2 drops of oil to 1 litre of boiling water and inhale via the mouth for 10
miniutes and repeat four times daily for 1 -2 weeks till symptoms resolve.
Hand washing: Another old monastic remedy: Try using cold tar soap on your
hands and rub in well for 2-4 mins, as and when.
I contracted bronchiectasis in my right lung and am prone to every infection
God made following running retreats in Egypt, by Mt. Sinai, for several years.
Nothing cured the viruses until I was told by my Boss that the above will kill all
bacteria and prevent pneumonia from recurring. In fact, the inhalations have
prevented many of our villagers from developing pneumonia following a flu-like
virus not responding to conventional antibiotics.

Fran adds:

Shared in Franciscan Love to ward off the Coronavirus
Br Sean xxxxxx

1/2 teaspoon bicarbonate of soda in water or juice 2 or 3 times daily helps create an alkaline environment in the body, rather than an acid environment. It
alters the pH balance of the body. Most viruses and all physiological processes
in the body are pH sensitive. Researchers at the Massachusetts General Hospital
(MGH) in the US have uncovered the ‘Achilles’ heel’ of most viruses which
plague mankind, which is that most viruses can be exploited by pulling the pH
rug out from under them.
More here: https://drsircus.com/general/viruses-are-ph-sensitive/
And here: https://naturallyhealthynews.com/week-04-2020-the-next-10-years-step-3/

Recipe for a natural antibiotic:
https://naturalon.com/the-most-powerful-but-totallynatural-antibiotic-recipe-ever/view-all/
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Best Foot Forward
Rev Eric Jones, Minister Emeritus of Aberdare Unitarians,
has written a new book entitled Best Foot Forward: A Journey
The story includes some of Eric’s early years and his involvement in denominational and local campaigns as well as
his time as Minister in the area. It is meant to be a light-hearted journey, containing
memories of early upbringing, not starting school until he was nine, with references to the
Presbyterian College in Carmarthen, as well as touching upon some language campaigns in which he has been involved over the years. Eric was made a member of the
Gorsedd of Bards in 2005 for his service to the community and the Welsh Language and
was made an Honorary Member of the South East Wales District and of the General Assembly of Unitarian Churches. The book is available for £9.00 including postage. Text or
phone 07828777573 with your name and address. Or email tony.foster@talktalk.net
Readers’ Recommendations.
Recommended by Danielle Willsher-Goodman:
Lorna Byrne books:
Angels in my Hair. ISBN: 0385528973
Stairways to Heaven. ISBN: 1444709917
A Message of Hope from the Angels. ISBN: 1476700370
Angels at My Fingertips. ISBN: 1473635888
Prayers from the Heart. ISBN: 1473635942
Jonathan Black/Mark Booth: The Sacred History: How Angels and Mystics
and Higher Intelligence Made our World. ISBN-10: 1780874871
Thich Nhat Hanh: Living Buddha - Living Christ.
ISBN-10: 0712672818
The Energy of Prayer. ISBN-10: 8179928128
All these books are available as Kindle editions also.

Recommended by Jacquetta:
The First UN World Interfaith Harmony Week summary.
Various Guides including the Cumbrian Supplement for the National
Booklet: Religion, Belief and Culture in our Community.
Available as pdf downloads here: https://
worldinterfaithharmonyweek.com/resources
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My folk singer
friend, Maria
Barham, is going to post
songs on her
Facebook
page, as a little
light relief.
https://
www.facebook.com/maria.barham

A US pastor with military Intel contacts
claims that the Coronavirus is actually in
the vaccine not in the flu-like illness we
are seeing. Watch:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_sqoCkRA_ag&feature=youtu.be
Fiat currencies may be gone by end of this
year, Alasdair Macleod tells Keiser Report:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=69VyynmQ8q8&feature=emb_logo
Unitarian PSAP News

Krystal Clark is doing the same:
https://www.facebook.com/
krystal.h.clark
Fran

Issue 34 2020

Safer Kitchen Knives now available – Manufacturers of knives have responded to the record high knife crime by producing knives with square tips
that cannot be used for stabbing. The British company Viners has produced a
range of kitchen knives called Assure in response to the decision to bring
kitchen knives within the legal description of offensive weapons. See: https://
www.independent.co.uk/life-style/knife-crime-statistics-stabbings-latest-cutlerysquare-tip-blunt-viners-a9281791.html
Chinese Military Intelligence Officer’s Revealing Report:

http://projectcamelotportal.com/2020/03/25/chinese-communist-party-whistleblowerstory/
From Jayne F: A recycling chart for plastics produced by Which? magazine, which I have found
useful. I've laminated a copy and stuck in on my fridge for reference. I thought it would link in with
Mike Berners-Lee talk and living sustainably. I'm not sure about SLDC, but Lancaster City Council
now accepts 1,2 and 5 for recycling.
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MORNING PRAYERS via Lifestream and Facebook.
As an alternative to using the Daily Prayer Channel on Lifestream, why not come
and join me for Morning Prayers (09:00 am) and Evening Vespers (05:00 pm) live
every morning and evening on our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/
celticfranciscanmonk. Morning and evening prayers, where we are called by Holy
Father Mother God to raise the Earth’s vibration ~ One Collective Consciousness ♥

Brother Sean

For the foreseeable future, I am proposing to produce a fortnightly news sheet in pdf format, as a way of keeping in touch
and giving us something to read. Therefore the next deadline for
any contributions will be Monday 9th April and alternate Mondays thereafter. Please send me articles, views, thoughts, concerns, jokes, anecdotes, poems, etc., etc.
Either I or Saimma will upload these to the Chapel web site and
I will also upload them to the new Kendal Chapel Facebook
Group.
Fran
CORRECTION:
There was an error in the caption to the picture in the middle
spread, bottom right of last month’s issue. The third figure was
not Cllr Doug Rathbone, who arrived at the end of the service.
It was John Bateson, past mayor and now bellman or town
crier.

Answers: p8: 1. No! If she is a widow, he is dead! 2. No one’s indispensable. 3. John
Underwood, Andover, Hants. p 13: 888 + 88 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 1000. / p 27: A leek.

Any views expressed
in this publication are
those of the contributors and do not
necessarily express
the views of the editor, committee or
trustees.

If possible when supplying newsletter copy by email please
observe the following:
1. Please supply as a Word doc, a Publisher doc, or simple
text in the body of the email. Do NOT send as a pdf; that
makes me more work!
2. Please use Tahoma font, size 10.
3. Do NOT justify text
4. Please label photographs. Leaving just the image numbers
on is not helpful. Please ATTACH photos; do not embed them
in the body of the email.
Thanks. Fran.
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MINISTER: Rev Amanda Reynolds
Spiritual matters, pastoral care and weddings, baptisms and funerals.
Mobile: 07545 375721 / amandareynolds1@me.com
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